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 Integrated MAC and Physical Layer Design for a High Speed Multi-
Antenna OFDM WLAN (1/3)  

 
 

英文摘要 

Wireless LAN has enjoyed a growing popularity in recent years due to its unlicensed, low-cost and 
high-rate nature compared to cellular networks. This success has triggered a change in the end-user 
demand toward high quality, rate-hungry multimedia applications such as wireless high definition digital 
videos and games. As a result, the current 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz wireless LAN bands are becoming 
inadequate to fulfill the demand, partly due to insufficient bandwidth, but also due to the inefficient 
medium access control (MAC) protocols that are being used in the current wireless LAN. In view of this, 
it is the purpose of this project to investigate the physical layer (PHY) and MAC issues involved in 
deploying wireless LANs with wideband transmission in the 60 GHz band where ample unlicensed 
bandwidth is available. In addition to wide transmission bandwidth, multiple-input multiple-output 
(MIMO) antenna techniques will be used to further boost the transmission rate. To ease the complexity of 
equalization in such a wide bandwidth, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is adopted. 
A coordinated, cellular-like network structure is considered to enhance the MAC throughput and 
frequency reuse. 

In the first year of the project, some PHY and MAC issues have been considered for the proposed 
MIMO OFDM system. Specifically, we considered two multiplexing schemes for multiple users to share 
the downlink channel capacity increased by MIMO: grouped transmission, and overlapped transmission. 
In the former, for simplicity, the available transmission antennas are divided into a few groups, and each 
user is assigned a group of antennas. For such a scheme, each receiver only receives useful data from its 
corresponding transmission antennas, therefore it may know only the channel gains from these antennas 
through training. In order to achieve a good detection performance, the receiver will need an adaptive 
mechanism to measure the statistics of the interference from the other transmission antennas in order to 
suppress it. We investigate in this report an adaptive maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) filter bank 
receiver for such a grouped transmission. The overlapped transmission is the optimal capacity sharing 
scheme in terms of maximizing the total transmission rate. For such a scheme, all users use all the 
transmission antennas, thus interfering with one another. We apply the Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) method 
to suppress mutual interference among users. The optimal design parameters for Vector (i.e., MIMO) 
DPC are derived for a specific superposition coding realization. 

To improve the network-wide throughput, a power control and allocation method was adopted for 
multi-cell OFDM networks to achieve interference avoidance between cells. Such a method relies on a 
simple power allocation mechanism autonomously run by each co-channel cell to achieve multi-cell water 
filling. As the mechanism runs, each cell will snatch sub-carriers that are good for it, and gradually 
release the sub-carriers with bad channel conditions to reduce interference to other cells. Such a method 
has another inherent benefit of lower peak-to-average power ratio as compared to conventional equal 
power allocation method. The advantage is also investigated in this report. 

Finally, as adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) and Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) are becoming popular in 
new high speed wireless network standards for their ability to maximize the end-to-end throughput, we 
will also consider them in the proposed MIMO OFDM system. In the first year of the project, we 
proposed a simple adaptive method to find the optimal parameters for operating AMC and HARQ. This 
method is very general that it can be easily ported to any PHY structure, including MIMO OFDM. 

 
Keywords: WLAN, 60 GHz, OFDM, MIMO, diversity, smart antenna, MAC, Hybrid ARQ, adaptive 

modulation and coding (AMC), power control, scheduling, multiple access, dirty paper coding. 
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中文摘要 

無線區域網路因其所在頻段無需使用執照，且較行動通訊成本低、傳輸率高的優勢，於近年來
蓬勃發展。然而隨著無線多媒體影音及遊戲等應用的風行，無線區域網路所使用的 2.4 GHz 及 5 
GHz 頻段已逐漸有擁塞、不敷使用的現象。追根究底，其原因除了現有頻段不夠容納高品質的多
媒體需求外，介質存取控制協定效率低也是主要原因之一。本子計畫的目的為研究在具有極大可
用頻寬的 60 GHz頻段設置無線區域網路所可能遭遇的實體層及介質存取控制上的問題。除了使用
寬頻外，多天線技術（MIMO）將被採用來進一步增加傳輸速率。至於因寬頻而引發的高複雜度
等化器問題，我們將採用正交分頻多工調變（OFDM）的架構來解決。此外，我們將採用具協調
性、類似（行動通訊系統的）蜂巢網路的架構來增加介質存取控制層的產率及系統的頻率重複使
用率。 

在第一年的計畫裡，我們探討了一些 MIMO OFDM 的實體層及介質存取控制設計上的問題。
首先我們考慮了兩種可以讓多用戶分享因 MIMO 而增加的下行通道容量的方式：第一種是分群傳
輸、第二種是重疊傳輸。分群傳輸是將發射端天線分為幾群，每個用戶使用一群的簡單辦法。當
使用這種方式時，接收端同常只在乎從本群天線傳來的信號，因此只會估測本群天線的通道參
數。這時候抑制由其他發射天線造成的干擾、以增加資料傳輸的正確率通常必須藉由可適性統計
及信號處理來完成。在這個報告中，我們探討了用於分群傳輸的可適性最大訊噪比濾波方式。重
疊傳輸則可達到最佳的通道容量分享及最大的總和傳輸率。這種分享方式讓所有用戶都使用所有
的發射天線。用戶間的干擾則藉由「髒紙編碼」來降低。在這個報告中，我們針對疊加性 MIMO
髒紙編碼推導出最佳的設計參數。 

蜂巢狀 OFDM網路的系統產率則是藉由電力分配及控制來提升。我們用了一個簡單、可由各基
地台及所屬用戶獨立執行、而不需額外全網路協調的電力分配機制來避免不同基地台間的相互干
擾。隨著通道狀況改變，這個機制能讓每個基地台逐漸佔用對它來說比較有利的 OFDM 子通道，
而釋放出不好的通道以降低對其他佔用這些通道的基地台的干擾。這個電力控制機制還有低峰均
值的優點。這個優點在報告中一併探討。 

最後，我們考慮使用最近許多高速無線通信系統都具備的可適性調變編碼及混合自動重新傳輸
技術於 MIMO OFDM中。在計畫的第一年，我們提出了一個間單的可適性機制讓系統能自動搜尋
最佳的可適性調變編碼及混合自動重新傳輸設計參數。這個方法具有普遍性，可以被使用在任何
有可適性調變編碼及混合自動重新傳輸的通信系統。 

 

關鍵詞：無線區域網路、60 GHz、正交分頻多工調變、多輸入多輸出通道、多重性、智慧型天
線、介質存取控制、混合自動重新傳輸、可適性調變編碼，傳輸功率控制、排時、多重存取、髒
紙編碼。 
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Integrated MAC and Physical Layer Design for a
High Speed Multi-Antenna OFDM WLAN (1/3)

Abstract

Wireless LAN has enjoyed a growing popularity in recent years due to its unlicensed, low-cost and high-rate
nature compared to cellular networks. This success has triggered a change in the end-user demand toward high
quality, rate-hungry multimedia applications such as wireless high definition digital videos and games. As a result,
the current 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz wireless LAN bands are becoming inadequate to fulfill the demand, partly due to
insufficient bandwidth, but also due to the inefficient medium access control (MAC) protocols that are being used
in the current wireless LAN. In view of this, it is the purpose of this project to investigate the physical layer (PHY)
and MAC issues involved in deploying wireless LANs with wideband transmission in the 60 GHz band where
ample unlicensed bandwidth is available. In addition to wide transmission bandwidth, multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) antenna techniques will be used to further boost the transmission rate. To ease the complexity
of equalization in such a wide bandwidth, orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is adopted. A
coordinated, cellular-like network structure is considered to enhance the MAC throughput and frequency reuse.

In the first year of the project, some PHY and MAC issues have been considered for the proposed MIMO OFDM
system. Specifically, we considered two multiplexing schemes for multiple users to share the downlink channel
capacity increased by MIMO: grouped transmission, and overlapped transmission. In the former, for simplicity,
the available transmission antennas are divided into a few groups, and each user is assigned a group of antennas.
For such a scheme, each receiver only receives useful data from its corresponding transmission antennas, therefore
it may know only the channel gains from these antennas through training. In order to achieve a good detection
performance, the receiver will need an adaptive mechanism to measure the statistics of the interference from the
other transmission antennas in order to suppress it. We investigate in this report an adaptive maximum signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) filter bank receiver for such a grouped transmission. The overlapped transmission is the optimal
capacity sharing scheme in terms of maximizing the total transmission rate. For such a scheme, all users use all
the transmission antennas, thus interfering with one another. We apply the Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) method to
suppress mutual interference among users. The optimal design parameters for Vector (i.e., MIMO) DPC are derived
for a specific superposition coding realization.

To improve the network-wide throughput, a power control and allocation method was adopted for multi-cell
OFDM networks to achieve interference avoidance between cells. Such a method relies on a simple power allocation
mechanism autonomously run by each co-channel cell to achieve multi-cell water filling. As the mechanism runs,
each cell will snatch sub-carriers that are good for it, and gradually release the sub-carriers with bad channel
conditions to reduce interference to other cells. Such a method has another inherent benefit of lower peak-to-average
power ratio as compared to conventional equal power allocation method. The advantage is also investigated in this
report.

Finally, as adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) and Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) are becoming popular in new
high speed wireless network standards for their ability to maximize the end-to-end throughput, we will also consider
them in the proposed MIMO OFDM system. In the first year of the project, we proposed a simple adaptive method
to find the optimal parameters for operating AMC and HARQ. This method is very general that it can be easily
ported to any PHY structure, including MIMO OFDM.

Index Terms

WLAN, 60 GHz, OFDM, MIMO, diversity, smart antenna, MAC, Hybrid ARQ, adaptive modulation and
coding (AMC), power control, scheduling, multiple access, dirty paper coding.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

With the boom of the Internet, and the fact that the services provided by the current wireless cellular
systems failed to catch up with the growing demand of high data rate Internet access, the wireless LAN has
enjoyed its success in filling this gap in recent years. Since wireless LAN is low-cost and easy to deploy, it
has gained increasing popularity which in turn has changed the end user behavior in accessing the Internet.
More and more data-rate-hungry multimedia and gaming applications are being launched routinely. Many
venders are also envisioning a “digital home” in which the wires that used to connect home appliances
will be replaced by wireless links to allow central control, remote monitoring and intelligent operation.
In that scenario, home entertainment and education will be more far-reaching, with multimedia contents
from the Internet being played on the high definition digital televisions using home computers or wireless
LAN access points as gateways. As a result, even the transmission rate provided by the current wireless
LAN (up to 11 Mb/s for 802.11b, and up to 54 Mb/s for 802.11a and g) is becoming inadequate to meet
the demand. The grip of this triggered the recent proposition to enhance the data rate of the wireless
LAN.

One straightforward approach to increasing the data rate of wireless LANs is to look for a wider
transmission bandwidth. On this front, the 60 GHz band is of particular interest because this is the band in
which a massive amount of spectral space has been allocated worldwide for wireless LAN communications.
For example, in Europe the frequency ranges 62-63 GHz and 65-66 GHz are reserved for wideband
mobile networks (Mobile Broadband System, MBS), whereas 59-62 GHz range is reserved for unlicensed
wideband wireless LAN. In the United States the frequency range 59-66 GHz is a generally unlicensed
range. In Japan 59-66 GHz is reserved for wireless communications [1] [2]. Due to the extremely high
carrier frequency, the 60 GHz band poses several challenges on the transceiver design such as high
phase noise, high Doppler shift, high atmosphere attenuation and shadowing effect, just to name a few.
Understanding the 60 GHz channel in various usage scenarios and environments, and to design efficient
and feasible transceivers to be used in a high throughput wireless LAN are the major goals of the group
project. The group project will also investigate the additional throughput and performance boost offered by
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) antennas [3], as the short wavelength at 60 GHz may allow many
antennas to be packed tightly and still providing diversity with uncorrelated transmissions and receptions.

The goal of this project is to exploit the 60 GHz channel characteristics and the physical layer (PHY)
transceiver design aspects, together with the other two sub-projects, and use these properties in the medium
access control (MAC) protocol design to achieve a bandwidth efficient wideband wireless LAN. The focus
will be more on the information-theoretic understanding of the system and environments, and how the
protocols, system architectures and parameters can be enhanced to close the gap between the practical
throughput and the theoretical capacity. Since the single-link transmission bandwidth has to be very large
in order to accommodate multimedia services, it is generally agreed that orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) is a low-complexity modulation solution under such constraints. Thus, in addition
to the MIMO technology, OFDM will be adopted as the transceiver structure of this project.

In the first year of the project, some PHY and MAC issues have been considered for the proposed
MIMO OFDM system. Specifically, we considered two multiplexing schemes for multiple users to share
the downlink channel capacity increased by MIMO: grouped transmission, and overlapped transmission.
In the former, for simplicity, the available transmission antennas are divided into a few groups, and each
user is assigned a group of antennas [4]. For such a scheme, each receiver only receives useful data
from its corresponding transmission antennas, therefore it may know only the channel gains from these
antennas through training. In order to achieve a good detection performance, the receiver will need an
adaptive mechanism to measure the statistics of the interference from the other transmission antennas in
order to suppress it. We investigate in this report an adaptive maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) filter
bank receiver for such a grouped transmission.

The overlapped transmission is the optimal capacity sharing scheme in terms of maximizing the total
transmission rate [5]. For such a scheme, all users use all the transmission antennas, thus interfering with
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one another. We apply the Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) [6] method to suppress mutual interference among
users. The optimal design parameters for Vector (i.e., MIMO) DPC are derived for a specific superposition
coding realization.

To improve the network-wide throughput, a power control and allocation method was adopted for
multi-cell OFDM networks to achieve interference avoidance between cells [7]. Such a method relies on
a simple power allocation mechanism autonomously run by each co-channel cell to achieve multi-cell
water filling. As the mechanism runs, each cell will snatch sub-carriers that are good for it, and gradually
release the sub-carriers with bad channel conditions to reduce interference to other cells. Such a method
has another inherent benefit of lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) as compared to conventional
equal power allocation method. The advantage is also investigated in this report.

Finally, as adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) and Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) are becoming popular
in new high speed wireless network standards for their ability to maximize the end-to-end throughput,
we will also consider them in the proposed MIMO OFDM system. In the first year of the project, we
proposed a simple adaptive method to find the optimal parameters for operating AMC and HARQ. This
method is very general that it can be easily ported to any PHY structure, including MIMO OFDM.

This report is organized as follows. In Section II, an adaptive maximum SNR array processing algorithm
will be considered for the grouped MIMO transmission. In Section III, the optimal design parameters
for vector superposition DPC used in the overlapped MIMO transmission will be derived. Section IV
demonstrates an autonomous power allocation algorithm for a multi-cell OFDM network operating at
60 GHz. Section V then shows an adaptive throughput maximization algorithm for AMC systems with
HARQ. The conclusion and self progress evaluation are given in Section VI.
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II. A DAPTIVE MAXIMUM SNR ARRAY PROCESSING

In this section, we consider adaptive antenna array processing for a simple grouped MIMO transmission
[4] enabling multiple users to share the downlink capacity.

A. Background

For the grouped MIMO transmission, the transmit antennas are divided into groups each serving a
specific user, and independently space-time coded. The space-time coding advantages are explored by the
antennas within the same group, while the system throughput is increased via independent transmission
among groups. For this type of systems, signal processing at the receiver is required to suppress the
interferences from other transmission groups when decoding a group. Even in the absence of the interfering
signals, signal processing can be applied to reduce the maximum likelihood decoding complexity. In [8], a
maximum SNR method was used for interference suppression. The derivation can be seen as a generalized
minimum mean squared error (MMSE) approach when the desired signal has more than one dimension.

The approach in [8] assumed the signal covariance matrixRs and the interference covariance matrix
Rn were available. In adaptive signal processing systems, the exact values of them are unknown and need
to be estimated. In this section we develop a stochastic gradient algorithm which recursively updates the
array filter bank coefficients for each new set of received signal. The succeeding sections are organized as
follows. In Section II-B the system model and problem formulation are described. The adaptive algorithm
is shown in Section II-C. Some preliminary simulation results and discussions are presented in Section
II-D. Section II-E surveys some channel estimation algorithms for obtainingRs.

B. System model

The communication system considered consists of a transmitter which is equipped withn antennas
and a receiver which hasm antennas. The signal seen at each receive antenna is a noisy superposition
of the n transmitted signals corrupted by the fading channel which is assumed to be flat, Rayleigh, and
spatially independent, meaning fading is statistically independent from one transmit-receive antenna pair
to another. The signalr j

t received by antennaj (1≤ j ≤m) at time t is given by

r j
t =

n

∑
i=1

αi, jc
i
t

√
Ei +η j

t (1)

wherei is the transmit antenna index,Ei is the symbol energy of theith transmit antenna,ci
t is the symbol

transmitted from antennai at time t, and αi, j is the path gain from theith transmit antenna to thejth

receive antenna. The noiseη j
t is assumed to be additive white Gaussian (AWGN) with varianceN0/2 for

both real and imaginary components.
For notational simplicity, we redefineαi, j as the product of the channel gainαi, j and the symbol

amplitude
√

Ei in (1). With this new notation, we rewrite (1) in the vector form

r t = Ωct +ηt

where

Ω =




α1,1 α2,1 · · · αn,1
α1,2 α2,2 · · · αn,2

...
...

.. .
...

α1,m α2,m · · · αn,m


 ,

andct =
(
c1

t ,c
2
t , · · · ,cn

t

)T
, r t =

(
r1
t , r

2
t , · · · , rm

t

)T
, ηt =

(
η1

t ,η2
t , · · · ,ηm

t

)T
.

The data to be transmitted is divided intoq groups, each space-time coded and transmitted with one
group of antennas. These groups of data are successively decoded (and cancelled) at the receiver. Letn j
denote the number of transmit antennas in groupj, 1≤ j ≤ q, we haven1+n2+ · · ·+nq = n. In decoding
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a specific group, the uncancelled groups of signals are considered as interferences, therefore antenna array
processing is necessary to suppress them. Without loss of generality, we consider decoding of the first
group code denoted byC1, and assume that the channel gain matrixΩ is known to the receiver.

We now introduce the maximum SNR array processor proposed in [8]. For a given timet, since the
space-time coded symbols are unknown at the array processing stage, the SNR can only be maximized
statistically. For this purpose, the signal and interference covariance matrices are defined, considering
decoding the first group code, as

Rs = Ω(C1)E
[
c1

t

(
c1

t

)†
]

Ω†(C1) (2)

Rn = Λ(C1)E
[
co

t (co
t )

†
]

Λ†(C1)+N0I ,

respectively, wherec1
t =

(
c1

t ,c
2
t , · · · ,cn1

t
)T

, co
t =

(
cn1+1

t ,cn1+2
t , · · · ,cn

t

)T
, and

Ω(C1) =




α1,1 α2,1 · · · αn1,1
α1,2 α2,2 · · · αn1,2

...
...

. ..
...

α1,m α2,m · · · αn1,m


 , Λ(C1) =




αn1+1,1 αn1+2,1 · · · αn,1
αn1+1,2 αn1+2,2 · · · αn,2

...
...

. ..
...

αn1+1,m αn1+2,m · · · αn,m


 .

The maximum SNR array processor will require the same number of linear filters as the dimension of
the signal space in order to collect all energy of the desired signal. Each of these linear filters can be
decomposed into two components: one in the signal space and the other in the orthogonal space. The
maximum SNR array processor is obtained using the following theorem [8].

Theorem 1:Let m be the number of receive antennas,n1 be the number of transmit antennas of the
space-time code group in consideration;Rs and Rn be the signal and interference covariance matrices,
respectively, defined by (2). The linear maximum SNR array processor for this group, denoted byΘ(C1) =(
w1 w2 · · · wK

)
, consists of a set ofK linearly independent eigenvectors corresponding to the nonzero

eigenvalues, counting multiplicities, of the generalized eigenvalue problem

Rsw = λRnw, (3)

where K ≤ min(m,n1) is the rank ofRs. The filtering outputs of these eigenvectors
{
(wk)†r t

}K
k=1 are

uncorrelated with one another.

C. Adaptive Algorithm

The goal is to findw in (3) adaptively. Here we adopt the stochastic gradient algorithms. The first step
is to apply Newton’s method on (3), assumingRs andRn are perfectly known. The solution is provided
in [9]. We first rewrite (3) as

Rsw = λRnw, eT
k w = 1,

whereek is a vector with all entries zero except thekth which is one. To find multiple eigenvectors, an
additional equation is added because we need one degree of freedom to differentiate eigenvectors. Let
v = [wT ,λ]T , an equivalent nonlinear minimization problem is formed as

F(v) =
[

(Rs−λRn)w
eT

k w−1

]
.

Newton’s iteration generates a sequencevT produced by

vT+1 = vT −J(vT)−1F(vT),
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whereJ(vT) = F ′(vT) is the Jacobian. And according to [9], the above equation is equal to

MT∆T = ξ(vT),

where the residual is
ξ(vT) = λTRnwT −RswT , (4)

the Newton step size is∆T , and the matrixMT is formed by replacing thekth column ofRs−λRn with
−RnwT , respectively. One feature of this method is that it does not assume the matrices in (3) to be
symmetric, which is favorable when approximated covariance matrices are used.

The Newton method described above is indeed an infeasible start Newton method [10, Chapter 10.3].
It works with initial points and iterates which are not feasible. To speed up the convergence, we adopt the
backtracking line search [10] on the residual two-norm‖ξ(.)‖2. That is, we first choose step sizeµ = 1
and multiply it byβ until the following condition is not satisfied

‖ξ(vT +µ∆T)‖2 > (1−αµ)‖ξ(vT)‖2,

where the constants are bounded by0 < α < 0.5 and0 < β < 1.
After introducing the calculation of Newton step, the remaining task is to find the stochastic approx-

imation of (2). Assuming we have perfect channel estimation mechanism to findΩ(C1), we can form
accurateRs. As for Rn, we use the following as the approximation for theTth iterations,

R̂n =
1
T

T

∑
t=1

r t(r t)†−Rs. (5)

The detail adaptive algorithm calculating the filter coefficientswT for the Tth iterations is summarized
in Algorithm 1. Here we choose the constantsα = 0.5 andβ = 0.8 in determining the step size.

Algorithm 1 Adaptive Maximum SINR array processing algorithm
Initial condition
1.1 Find the rank ofRs as the total number of filtersK
1.2 Assignwk

1 = ek and properλk
1 for the kth filter

Adaptation For thekth filter and theTth iterations, to find the filter coefficientwk
T

2.1 R̂n = 1
T ∑T

t=1 r t(r t)†−Rs

2.2 Form the residual errorξ(vT) = λk
TR̂nwk

T −Rswk
T

2.3 FormMT by replacing thekth column ofRs−λk
TR̂n with −R̂nwk

T
2.4 Find the increments by solvingMT∆T = ξ(vT) then∆λk

T = eT
k ∆T and∆wk

T = ∆T −∆λk
Tek

2.5 Choosing the step sizeµ
µ⇐ 1
while ‖ξ(vT +µ∆T)‖2 > (1−αµ)‖ξ(vT)‖2 do

µ⇐ βµ
end while
2.6 Updating:λk

T+1⇐ λk
T +µ∆λk

T ,wk
T+1⇐ wk

T +µ∆wk
T

D. Preliminary Simulation Results and Discussions

We use quasi-static channel to test our algorithm. It assumes that the fading remains constant within a
frame and varies from one frame to another. The coefficients after convergence are used to decode data
sequences. The 32-state space-time trellis code with 4-PSK modulation [4] is used. Here we show two
convergence results under two different channel realizations. There are four antennas at the transmitter
and four antennas at the receiver. Two groups each having two transmit antennas are simulated and the
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Fig. 1. Convergence ofλ under channel realization 1 and 515 iterations ,λ1=19.1 andλ2=0.98

results focus on the first group. The SNR per receiver antenna is 11 dB. In Fig. 1, a total of 1024 bits
are transmitted in a frame and the bit error is zero. Fig. 2 shows the performance under another channel
realization and the number of bits per frame is doubled.

However, the bit error rate (BER) is1.4×10−2 for a 100-frame simulation with channel independent
from frame to frame, which is much worse than the non-adaptive result in [8]. Although our algorithm does
not require symmetriĉRn, the performance still suffers from the inaccurate ensemble average estimation
R̂n in (5). In [11] and [12],Rn is assumed known, and symmetric. Although this assumption might not
hold for adaptive systems, we may try to modify these algorithms and test the performances. In addition,
if only the largest eigenvector needs to be found, [13] gives an adaptive algorithm to find its coefficient.
We may also consider this algorithm and compared it with our algorithm.

E. Channel Estimation Issues

To obtain the promising advantage of the MIMO system, a good channel coefficient estimator is needed.
In [14]–[16], a zero-padded OFDM (ZP-OFDM) with pseudo-random-postfix modulation is proposed. We
will first discuss the single-antenna case then the MIMO case. This modulation replaces the zero-padded
part in ZP-OFDM with a pseudo-randomly weighted deterministic sequence to perform channel estimation.
Compared with the conventional cyclic-prefix OFDM, this scheme does not impact the achieved useful
data rate when adding known sequence to do channel estimation. Once the channel estimation procedure is
done, we can subtract the impact of this known postfix with the estimated channel impulse response from
the received signal. Then the low-complexity equalization of ZP-OFDM can still be performed by using
the overlap-and-add method. In the MIMO case, since for each received antenna the various postfixes are
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superimposed, we need to separate them. For this goal, an orthogonal matrix is added in the postfixes
generating process [14].

The channel estimation procedure in [15] is derived by a simple averaging of the sum of the postfix
with the head of the time domain OFDM received block. Since the useful data symbols are assumed to
be zero-mean, this averaging can cancel the interference of the samples carrying them on the postfix.
Since the postfix is known, we can then find the channel response. This method can be further combined
with the soft-information of the data sequences available at error-correcting decoder output [16]. With the
channel estimated by previous iteration, we can obtain the log-likelihood ratios of data symbols at the
decoder. The soft-information of data can be used to find an estimation of the aforementioned interference
in MMSE sense. This new interference estimation can be subtracted from the received block, then more
precise channel response and lower symbol error rate can be obtained in the next iteration.

Based on the results in [14]–[16], we will focus on migrating it into MIMO space-time coded system.
Powerful space-time repeat-accumulate or turbo code will be used. More design considerations will be
considered in choosing postfix in MIMO system, such as spectrum flatness and channel spatial correlation.
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III. V ECTORSUPERPOSITIONDIRTY PAPER CODING FORMIMO GAUSSIAN BRAODCAST

CHANNELS

In this section, we consider overlapped MIMO downlink transmission which is the optimal capacity
sharing scheme in terms of maximizing the total transmission rate. For such a scheme, all users use all the
transmission antennas, thus interfering with one another. We apply the DPC method to suppress mutual
interference among users. The optimal design parameters for Vector Superposition DPC are derived.

A. Background

A MIMO broadcast channel (BC) system consists of one transmitter sending information to many
receivers, all equipped with multiple antennas. The capacity region of a general MIMO BC is still unknown,
but that of the MIMO Gaussian BC (GBC) has recently been shown to coincide with the achievable rate
region when DPC is utilized [5]. With DPC [6], [17], the multi-user interference, known at the transmitter,
can be removed for a desired receiver to achieve the interference-free rate performance.

The goal of this section is to find a vector DPC structure for MIMO GBC that can achieve the capacity.
We extend the scheme proposed in [18] to the MIMO scenario. In addition, we provide some insights
on how this coding scheme achieves capacity. The section organization is as follows. In Section III-B
we will introduce the system model and problem formulation. The vector superposition DPC is presented
in Section III-C. Section III-D provides the code parameters selection by performing a random-coding
analysis. Finally, Section III-E concludes this section.

B. System Model

In this section, the matrices and vectors are denoted in boldface. For matrixG, Tr(G) denotes the trace;
GT andG† denote the transpose and conjugate transpose, respectively.G−1

s and |Gs| are the inverse and
determinant of a square matrixGs. And I t denotes the identity matrix of dimensiont.

Consider a two-user MIMO GBC system withM transmitter antennas whose total transmission power is
constrained. The channel gains from the transmitter antennas to the receiver antennas are assumed known
perfectly at both the transmitter and the receivers. The optimal coding scheme for this channel [17] will
first specify the vector DPC achievable rate for each user by determining the channel input covariance
matrices and encoding order for all users, and then apply the vector DPC on each user’s message. The
sum of the coded signals of all users will be sent to all receivers. At the receivers, whether or how a
user’s signal will be interfered by the other users’ signals is governed by the vector DPC encoding order.
In general, the signals encoded earlier will be invisible to the signals encoded later, while the former will
be interfered by the latter. In this section, we will focus on the coding scheme for a user who already
knows the previously encoded users’ signals and tries to achieve the specified interference-free rate.

Without loss of generality, we consider the two-user scenario and assume that the first user is assigned
the interference-free rate. The received signal at the first receiver, which hasN receiver antennas, can be
written as

yc
t = Hc(xc

1,t +xc
2,t)+nc

t , t = 1. . .T, (6)

wheret is the time index,T is the number of symbols in the code block;yc
t ∈ CN×1 is the tth received

symbol;xc
k,t ∈CM×1,k= 1,2, is thetth vector symbol for the message of userk; Hc∈CN×M is the MIMO

channel gain matrix which is assumed to be constant over a code block, andnc
t ∈ CN×1 is the additive

Gaussian noise at receiver wherenc
t ∼ NC(0, IN).

In the sequel, we will show that with the transmission power constraintP1 for the first user, when
T → ∞ , there exists a coding structure with rate equal to the single user MIMO capacity [17]

Cs
MIMO = log|HcΣ1(Hc)† + IN|, (7)
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whereΣ1 is the optimal channel input covariance matrix satisfying the power constraint, namely, Tr(Σ1) =
P1. To simplify the presentation, we rewrite (6) in the equivalent real channel representation by concate-
nating the real and imaginary parts of the complex vectors for allT symbols

y = Hx +s+n, (8)

wherex = (xT
1, . . . ,xT

T)T with xT
t = [Re{xc

1,t}T, Im{xc
1,t}T]T. The noncasually known side-information at the

transmitters, and the additive noisen∼ NR(0, 1
2I2NT), are the real channel equivalents of the multi-user

interferenceHcxc
2,t and receiver noisenc

t , respectively, obtained similarly asx from xc
1,t . The2NT×2MT

block-diagonal real channel matrixH consists of the same2N×2M diagonal-block repeatedT times

H = IT ⊗
([

Re{Hc} −Im{Hc}
Im{Hc} Re{Hc}

])
,

where⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.

C. Vector Superposition Dirty Paper Coding

Unlike the channel in [18], the channel in (8) is the Gaussian “colored-paper” channel [19] with the
transmission power constraintP1T. Following the approach in [18], we consider a vector DPC for this
channel consisting of a(2TRs,m) shaping codeCs, which makes the transmitted signal meet the total
energy constraintP1T, and a(2TRc,m) channel codeCc, which boosts up the code rateRc to Cs

MIMO in
(7). Here we use the notationm to replace2MT for conciseness. Before introducing the encoding/decoding
procedures, we first define some useful operations. For a vectorg, themod-A operation(g modA) = g

′
is

applied componentwise to eachgi such thatg
′
i = gi −QA(gi) ∀i, whereQA(gi) is the nearest multiple of

A to gi . The modulo operation associated with the shaping code,bgcCs, is defined asg−QCs(g), where
the nearest neighbor quantizerQCs(g) associated withCs is defined by

QCs(g) = c∈ Cs if ‖g−c‖2≤ ‖g−c
′‖2, ∀c

′ ∈ Cs

where‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm.

Encoder: The encoder selects a codewordcc∈ Cc according to the message index and transmits the vector

x = b(cc−Ws−u) modAcCs modA,

whereu, uniformly distributed in them-dimensional cube[−A/2,A/2]m and independent of the channel,
is a dither signal known to both the transmitter and the receiver. The role of the matrixW will be clarified
when we discuss the design of the decoder.

As in [18], the transmitted signalx can be expressed as

x = (cs+cc−Ws−u) modA, (9)

wherecs = QCs(−cc +Ws+u modA). Note that the transmitted signal is the superposition of codewords
from the two codesCs and Cc, therefore we call the coding scheme vector superposition DPC. The
superposition codewordcs+cc belongs to the coset ofCs and is consistent with the design guidelines in
[6]. The transmitter should make the transmitted signalx meet the energy constraintP1T, which can be
done by properly choosing the code rateRs of Cs as will be shown in III-D.1.

Decoder: After passingx through the channel in (8), the decoder first performs some signal processing
on the received signal to get

ŷ = (Wy +u) modA (10)

= (cs+cc +e) modA,

wheree=−(I −WH)x+Wn and the second equality comes from (9) and the distributive property of
the mod-A operation, andW acts as an equalizer. Successive decoding is performed onŷ. That is, we
first decodeĉs from ŷ, then subtract it from̂y and decode the desired codewordĉc from (ŷ− ĉs) modA.
In the sequel, we will demonstrate the procedures to obtain the highestRc possible.
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D. Code Parameters Selection and the Interference-Free Rate Achievement

We now perform the random-coding analysis to find the design parametersRs, W and A that can
makeRc equal toCs

MIMO with an arbitrary low probability of error, when the energy constraintP1T is
satisfied. The main difference between our analysis and that of [18] is that the random codebooks must
now satisfy certain covariance properties optimized according to the channel gain matrix. In other words,
the codewords are vectors whose components are no longer i.i.d. To that end, we define the following
m-dimensional random vectors:
• Um

A is a random vector uniformly distributed over[−A/2,A/2]m, which is the Voronoi region [20]
of the m-dimensional cubic latticeAZm.

• Xm
G is a real zero-mean colored Gaussian vector with covariance matrix

ΣG =
1
2

IT ⊗
([

Re{Σ1} −Im{Σ1}
Im{Σ1} Re{Σ1}

])
,

whereΣ1 is defined in (7)
• Um

c is also a real zero-mean colored Gaussian vector with covariance matrixWHΣG. The choice of
this covariance will be clear later.

• All other capital random vectors represent their corresponding signals (denoted in lower case previ-
ously) in the random-coding analysis. For example,Xm representsx.

In the above, the first three random vectors are independent of one another and the the interferenceSm,
which is not necessarily Gaussian as in [19]. The random codebook forCc is formed by generating the
2TRc codewords according to the same distribution asUm

c , with each codeword generated independently.
Similarly, the random codebook forCs is obtained by generating the2TRs codewords according to a
distribution to be determined.

1) Parameters Selection for the Encoder:We first selectRs that meets the power constraint, namely,
E‖Xm‖2≤ P1T. From (9), we have, equivalently,

E‖((−Um
c +WSm+Um

A ) modA−Um
s ) modA‖2≤ P1T, (11)

whereUm
s denotes a codeword from the random codebook forCs. Using the definition ofcs, this inequality

gives the maximum allowed distortion for the vector quantizer outputUm
s when the input is(−Um

c +WSm+
Um

A ) modA. Thus the rate distortion pair(Rs,P1T) for the shaping codeCs must be achievable as defined
in [21].

To this end, we chooseUm
s as

Um
s = [(−Um

c +WSm+Um
A )+Xm

G ] modA, (12)

and specify the corresponding code rateRs as

Rs =
1
T

I(Um
s ; −Um

c +WSm+Um
A modA), (13)

whereI(;) denotes the mutual information between random vectors. And we have the following result

Lemma 1:The rate distortion pair(Rs,P1T) of the shaping codeCs with the mod-A distortion measure
(given in (11)) is achievable.

Proof: First note that the mod-A distortion measure in (11) is additive, thus the rate-distortion theory
in [22, Sec. 4.4] can be applied and we know thatRs must satisfy

Rs > min
Um

s : Um
s ∈Ds

1
T

I(Um
s ; −Um

c +WSm+Um
A modA), (14)
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whereDs is the set of all possible quantizer outputsUm
s whose joint distribution with the quantizer inputs

satisfy (11). We first focus on the satisfaction of the distortion criterion. SubstitutingUm
s in (11) with

(12), we haveXm = (Xm
G modA) and the distortion is equal toE‖Xm

G modA‖2. According to the following
inequality obvious from the definition of themod-A operation

E‖Xm
G modA‖2≤ E‖Xm

G‖2 = Tr(ΣG) = P1T,

the distortion criterion is satisfied.
Since the selection ofUm

s in (12) does not guarantee the minimization of the right hand side of (14), the
rate distortion pair(Rs,P1T) is achievable. Indeed, the distortion (11) belongs to the mod-Λ difference-
distortion measure defined in [23] ifΛ = AZm. The rate-distortion bound is achieved ifXm

G in (12) is
chosen as the truncated Gaussian distribution [23].

Furthermore, since the channel inputXm is equal to(Xm
G modA), and according to the independence

betweenXm
G andSm by selection, it is independent of the multi-user interferenceSm. With the parameters

of the shaping codeCs designed to meet the requirements at the transmitter, we focus on the decoder in
the next subsection.

2) Parameters Selection for the Decoder and the Maximum Code Rate Calculation:The goal of this
section is to choose parameters to make the successive decoding applied on (10) work well, and boostRc
as high as possible. First, we check whether the choice ofRs can make successful decoding ofcs from
ŷ by treatingcc +e as noise. We focus on the reliably decodable rate1

T I(Um
s ;Ŷm). Surprisingly, reliable

decoding is possible according to the following lemma.

Lemma 2:With A large enough and the equalizerW being the linear minimum mean square error
(LMMSE) equalizer of the interference-free channel

Ym
f = HXm

G +Nm, (15)

the rateRs of the shaping codeCs equals to1
T I(Um

s ;Ŷm), and is given by

Rs = 2M logA− log((πe)M|Σ1|). (16)

Proof: To prove this lemma, we first calculateRs in (13). Since themod-A operation equals to the
modulo-Λ operation defined in [20] withΛ = AZm, by observing the definitions of the ditherUm

A and
Um

s in (12), we have thatUm
s is uniformly distributed over[−A/2,A/2]m with differential entropymlogA

according to Lemma 1 of [20]. Thus we have

Rs =
1
T
{h(Um

s )−h(Um
s |−Um

c +WSm+Um
A modA)} (17)

= 2M logA− 1
T

h(Xm
G modA),

whereh(·) denotes the differential entropy of its argument. The second equality of this equation comes
from the independence betweenXm

G and the quantizer input by definition.
We now compute1

T I(Um
s ;Ŷ). As A increases,Xm = (Xm

G modA) approachesXm
G [24]. Also, according

to the channel (10), we have
Ŷm = (Um

s +Um
c +Em) modA, (18)

where Em = −(I −WH)Xm
G + WNm. From (12), with the independence betweenUm

c , Sm, Um
A and Xm

G
by definition, it is easy to show thatUm

s is independent ofUm
c + Em modA by applying Lemma 1 of
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[20] again . The same lemma can also be used to show from (18) thatŶm is uniformly distributed over
[−A/2,A/2]m, by treatingUm

s as the dither. Therefore,

1
T

I(Um
s ;Ŷm) =

1
T
{h(Ŷm)−h(Um

c +Em modA|Um
s )} (19)

= 2M logA− 1
T

h(Um
c +Em modA).

By the definition ofEm, the LMMSE equalizerW makes−Em the LMMSE estimation error for estimating
Xm

G in channel (15). By the orthogonality principle [25] we have that the covariance matrix ofEm is
(I −WH)ΣG. Furthermore,Em is also Gaussian and independent ofUm

c . The distribution of the sum
Um

c +Em is thus Gaussian with covariance matrix(I −WH)ΣG +WHΣG = ΣG which is the same as the
distribution ofXm

G . From (17) and (19), we conclude thatRs is equal to 1
T I(Um

s ;Ŷm).
With A large enough,h(Xm

G modA) approachesh(Xm
G ). By using the definition ofΣG in (17) we have

(16).
An insight to the above derivation can be drawn by viewingRs in (13) as the mutual information

between the input and output of the test channel in source coding specified in (12). The duality between
source and channel coding [21] can be invoked between the test channel and the channel betweenUm

s
and Ŷ. Since the additive noise in the test channel is the quantization error(Xm

G modA), the choices of
code design parameters should make the additive noise in decodingcs equal to it to validate the rate
equivalence. We note that this selection of the LMMSE filterW is consistent with [19]. Moreover, it is
equal to(HTH + 1

2Σ−1
G )−1HT, which is block-diagonal and operates only in the spatial dimension.

We are now ready to compute the maximum achievable rateRc of the channel codeCc. From [25], by
assuming perfect decoding ofcs, the maximum rate for successful decoding ofcc is 1

T I(Um
c ;Ŷ|Um

s ). With
the aid of Lemma 1 and 2, we have

Theorem 2:With A large enough, and the shaping code rateRs and the LMMSE equalizerW specified
in Lemma 2, the achievable rate for successful decoding of the channel codeRc = 1

T I(Um
c ;Ŷ|Um

s ) is equal
to the interference-free single-user MIMO capacity.

Proof: We first computeI(Um
c ;Ŷ|Um

s ) from (18) as

I(Um
c ;Ŷ|Um

s ) = h(Ŷ|Um
s )−h(Ŷ|Um

s ,Um
c )

= h(Um
c +Em modA)−h(Em modA)

= h(Xm
G modA)−h(Em modA).

As in the proof of Lemma 2, the first equality comes from the independence between these random
vectors, and the second equality from the fact that the distribution ofUm

c +Em is the same asXm
G . With

A large enough, the aliasing effects of the modulo operation are negligible, we have

I(Um
c ;Ŷ|Um

s ) = h(Xm
G )−h(Em) =

1
2

log
|ΣG|
|ΣE| ,

whereΣE is the covariance matrix of the LMMSE error−Em, and this conditional mutual information is
the maximum achievable rate of the backward-channelXm

G = WYm
f −Em from the forward-channel (15).

By invoking the information-lossless property [25] we have the maximum achievable rate

1
2T

log
|ΣG|
|ΣE| =

1
T

I(Xm
G ;Ym

f ) =
1
T
{h(Ym

f )−h(Nm)}.

Using the fact that the covariance matrix ofNm in (15) is 1
2I2NT, we arrive at

1
T

I(Um
c ;Ŷ|Um

s ) =
1

2T
log|H(2ΣG)HT + I2NT|.
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It is easy to show that this rate equals to theCs
MIMO in (7) with complex notations.

Indeed, we select the parameters to make the channel input-output mutual information in successive
decodingcc equal to that of a modulo backward-channel of the MMSE estimation [25]. The capacity of
the corresponding interference-free forward channel (15) is thus achievable from the information-lossless
property of the MMSE-estimation.

E. Conclusion

In this section, we have proposed a vector dirty paper coding structure for the MIMO GBC channel.
In particular, we extended the superposition coding approach developed by Bennatanet al. [18] to the
vector channel. Through a theoretical random coding analysis, the resultant coding structure was shown
to be able to achieve the promised rate of the vector DPC. For simplicity, in the above derivation we have
focused on coding and decoding for the user assigned the interference-free rate in a two-user system.
These results, however, can be easily extended to cancel the previously encoded signals for any user in a
MIMO GBC system with any number of users and any DPC encoding order. Although the optimal code
parameters have been determined in this section, it remains to develop practical coding and decoding
schemes that can benefit from these theoretical results.
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IV. A UTONOMOUSPOWER ALLOCATION FOR A MULTI -CELL OFDM NETWORK AT 60 GHZ BAND

In this section, we consider a coordinated, cellular-like WLAN network using OFDM and operating at
the 60 GHz band. For such a network, more coordinated multiple access schemes, such as TDMA or a
mixture of TDMA and Aloha with slot reservation, are employed. In order to increase frequency reuse,
cells that use the same frequency band are usually tightly packed and may interfere with one another.
Thus power control becomes very important to ensure that all the co-channel cells meet the required
performance while not causing excessive interference to other cells. In [7], an efficient autonomous power
allocation and control algorithm was proposed for multi-carrier networks employing soft decoding. It was
shown that the algorithm has the advantages of fast convergence for power control, low network outage
probability, and low power consumption. These advantages are a result of multi-cell water filling. In this
section, we adopt the algorithm in [7] to evaluate the multi-cell WLAN performance at the 60 GHz band.
The multi-cell water filling usually causes the cells to shut down ill-conditioned sub-channels, thus it may
also help reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR).

A. 60 GHz Channel Characteristics

The 60 GHz band has a high path loss and high attenuation. In addition, it is susceptible to obstruction.
For the WLAN application, the coverage of an access point (AP) is usually within a room. Thus, with
walls in between them, the cells are quite isolated. In [26], it was shown through measurement that,
considering an ensemble of different locations, the channel model regularly used for lower frequency
band can still be applied to the 60 GHz band. In particular, the path loss exponent for the 60 GHz band
in an office with cubicals is 3.83. The shadowing effect can also be modeled as lognormally distributed,
with zero mean and standard deviation between 6 and 9 dB. The typical standard deviation in offices is
7.6 dB. According to [26], the multipath effect at the 60 GHz band can also be well modeled with the
Saleh-Valenzula (S-V) model [27] with only the first multipath cluster. The power delay profile of this
cluster decays exponentially, and the mean excess delay (MED) is between 5 and 75 ns, with a typical
value of 23 ns for office environments.

B. Simulation Parameters and Results

We used the following parameters for the 60 GHz multi-cell WLAN simulation: A hexagonal cellular
system with frequency reuse4 was considered in the simulation. Around a central cell, we considered
up to the fourth tier. That is,6 co-channel cells in the second tier and12 co-channel cells in the fourth
tier. Therefore a total of19 co-channel cells were simulated. In each hexagonal cell, an AP was situated
at the center. Co-channel users were generated as uniformly distributed in the corresponding cells for
each simulation instance. Path distance loss obeyed a decay law with exponent3.83, and its gain was
normalized to unity at (1/100)th the distance from the base station to a cell corner. We avoided in the
simulation to have users situated closer than this 1/100 reference distance. The frequency selective fading
was generated using the S-V model with one cluster whose power delay profile was exponential with MED
23 ns. The shadowing standard deviation was between6 and 9 dB. Fadings between different user-AP
pairs were generated independently.

The channel coding scheme was a turbo code with(1,58/78,58/78) constituent codes. So the overall
code rate was1/3. The interleaver length of the turbo code was1000bits. After the encoder, a random
channel interleaver with a block length of3000coded bits was placed before the OFDM modulator. We
defined the requiredEb/N0 = 4 dB, which guaranteed the BER smaller than10−6. Thus, the corresponding

constantB = 1
N ∑N

k=1exp
(
−GkPk

Ik

)
(N is the number of sub-channels,k is the sub-channel index,G is the

channel gain,P is the transmitted power, andI is the interference power) in the following distributed soft
decoding assisted power allocation (DSDPA) algorithm was 0.4329 [7].
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DSDPA:
For every celli at every iterationn:

1) Measure the sub-channel signal-to-interference ratios (SIR)γi,k, gainsGi,k and noise
powers1

2Ii,k; form the effective noise powersI ′i,k = Ii,k
Gi,k

. Let the set of inactive sub-
channelsfi = /0, andnfi be the number of elements in this set.

2) Set target SIRΓi,k according to

Γi,k =





2

(
log

(
∑l 6∈ fi

I ′i,l
BN−nfi

)
− logI ′i,k

)
, k 6∈ fi

0, k∈ fi
.

If there is anyΓi,k < 0, add the active sub-channel with maximumI ′i,k to the inactive
set fi and repeat. Otherwise go to 3.

3) Power control:

Pi,k(n+1) = Pi,k(n)
Γi,k

γi,k
,

which means that the receiver sends the power increment command
Γi,k
γi,k

(in dB) back
to the transmitter, and the transmitter adjusts the power according to this command.
Note that in casePi,k(n) = 0, the actual power requirement is transmitted in the
next iteration. That is,

Pi,k(n+1) =
Γi,kI ′i,k

2
.

A maximum average transmission power constraint of10 W per cell was set in order to preclude the
situations that need excessive transmission power, while still being high enough not to affect capturing
the convergence properties given by the channel. In reality, the maximum power constraint is defined
according to hardware limitations. In that case, numerical results will alter accordingly, the trends shown
here however remain true. On each sub-channel, BPSK modulation with Nyquist pulse shape was used.
The receiver AWGN hadN0 =−120 dBm W/Hz and the transmission bandwidth was200 MHz.

We compare the DSDPA and a conventional scheme which has equal power allocation for all sub-
channels. The distributed equal power (DEP) allocation used binary search in the range:Im

Gm
log 1

B ≤ P≤
In
Gn

log 1
B (m, n are the indices of the sub-channels having the lowest and the highest effective noise powers

( Ik
Gk

), respectively.) to find the required transmission power and hence the target SIRs, then applied the
same closed-loop power control algorithm as in the DSDPA.

To reduce the amount of power control feedback, the number of sub-channels considered was32. On
each of the sub-channels we assumed that the fading was flat and fixed within the period of convergence.
Since the transmission bandwidth is very wide, it is possible to have more OFDM sub-channels to minimize
the throughput loss due to the guard time. In that case, each sub-channel considered here can be seen as
a group of consecutive sub-channels. Since the sub-channels within a group are closely spaced, they are
often subject to very similar channel gains, thus will be allocated the same power.

In the simulation, the algorithms were executed independently and synchronously by the co-channel
cells.3000sample instances were generated for each fading condition. For fair comparison, each time the
two algorithms started with the same equal power allocation which guaranteed the required BER in the
absence of co-channel interference. The convergence was considered reached whenever the performance
measureB of all cells were within±0.1% of the target and the transmission powers of individual cells
did not exceed the maximum power constraint. We noticed through simulation that the DSDPA sometimes
oscillated between different power allocations smaller than the maximum constraint, therefore a maximum
number of30 iterations was set to terminate each simulation instance. Based on the requirements and
constraints defined, an outage (nonconvergence) was claimed whenever the targetB could not be achieved
by all co-channel cells within30 iterations; or the target achieving power for any of the co-channel cells
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Fig. 3. Outage probability vs. shadowing standard deviation.

exceeded the maximum power constraint. Except for the outage probability, other performance results
were averaged only over the instances where outage was not claimed.

Fig. 3 shows the outage probabilities of the two schemes for various shadowing standard deviation.
Although it is shown that DEP has 2% to 7% lower outage probability than the DSDPA, we note that
the DSDPA sometimes oscillates between feasible power allocations. Simulation showed that the DSDPA
had an oscillation probability ranging from 3% to 15%, while the DEP had zero oscillation probability.
This suffices to show that the DSDPA actually has a lower outage probability than the DEP.

Fig. 4 shows the relation between the average power consumption per cell and the degree of shadowing.
As the fading becomes worse, more power is required. It is shown that the DSDPA always saves about
1 dB power over the DEP.

In the following, we consider the situation where a peak power constraint is imposed to avoid the
nonlinear effect of the power amplifier. As the average transmission power constraint is10 W, and the
number of sub-channels is32, we can easily see that the peak power subject to the average power constraint
will never exceed320 W. In reality, this peak may be much larger than the linear range of the power
amplifier. In the sequel, we define a factorα such that, in addition to the average power constraint, a peak
power constraint of10/α is also imposed on the algorithms. A largerα will apparently set a lower peak
power constraint.

In Fig. 5 the outage probabilities with the peak power constraint are shown. It is clear from this figure
that a lower peak power constraint causes a higher outage probability. Again, DSDPA has higher outage
probabilities due to oscillation.

To see the effect of the peak power constraint, we plot in Fig. 6 the portion of the outage probability
caused by the peak power constraint. It is now clear that the DSDPA has lower peak power, as a result
of the multi-cell water filling.

In Fig. 7 we show another experiment in which only the peak power constraint is applied, and the
average power constraint is removed. From this figure, it is again shown that DSDPA has a much lower
outage probability than DEP.
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V. A DAPTIVE THROUGHPUTMAXIMIZATION FOR ADAPTIVE MODULATION AND CODING SYSTEMS

WITH HYBRID ARQ

In this section, we consider an adaptive threshold adjustment algorithm that can adaptively maximize
the throughput for AMC systems with HARQ. For simplicity, the algorithm considers only single-antenna
channels. Proper channel condition metric can be developed to apply this algorithm to MIMO systems.

A. Background

Contrary to the traditional voice application that has both delay and quality constraints, data applications
are usually more tolerant of delay, thus allowing exploitation of the theoretical time-domain water-
filling benefit. The most common water-filling approach is AMC which adjusts the transmission power,
modulation and coding rate according to the instantaneous channel condition to maximize the average
throughput. In new wireless systems such as the High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), AMC
is jointly implemented with HARQ [28] to offer more efficient transmission.

One particular challenge for AMC is appropriate selection of modulation and coding schemes (MCS).
For single-antenna systems, MCSs are usually selected according to the SNR. Nonetheless, determination
of the MCS switching thresholds is a complex process that requires the knowledge of the dependence of
each MCS’s performance on factors such as SNR, channel time-varying rate, system configuration and
impairments, etc. As such, it is quite difficult to determine the thresholds analytically. In addition, as
the channel statistics may vary with time, the optimal thresholds also change with time. These practical
considerations make an adaptive threshold adjustment algorithm desirable.

Adaptive threshold adjustment has been considered previously for AMC only. And the goal of the
adjustment was mostly to meet certain error rate requirements. Specially, a stochastic learning automaton
was proposed to adaptively select, among a number of given values, the best value for each threshold
[29]. Taking a more effective approach, [30] proposed to increase or decrease the thresholds according to
the frame acknowledgement feedback. And the amounts to increase or decrease were derived according
to certain error rate conditions. [31] further proposed modifications aiming to overcome the problem
of unbalanced adjustment seen in the algorithm in [30]. As will be shown in this section, the error
rate conditions used in [30] and [31] do not necessarily reflect the actual error rates (and throughputs)
achieved by the MCSs. In addition, the algorithm in [31] may react too slowly to the change in channel
characteristics. Through an analysis that also considers HARQ and the channel statistics, we provide
further conditions and modifications that can mitigate these problems and offer more precise control of
the system.

Since the new adaptive threshold adjustment algorithm can control precisely the error rates (and
throughput) of the MCSs, we can combine it with an adaptive error rates setting algorithm that can
maximize the total throughput. In this section, such an adaptive throughput maximization mechanism is
also provided.

B. System Model and Notations

The system considered includes a transmitter, a receiver, and a single-input single-output forward
channel and a feedback channel between them. The receiver keeps measuring the received SNR, and
reporting back to the transmitter. We assume that the transmission power is constant, while the transmitter
can select different MCSs for different transmission time intervals (TTI) according to the SNR feedback.
In each TTI, a decodable and error-detectable coded frame is transmitted. Upon receiving a frame, the
receiver decodes the frame and checks whether the decoding is successful. If so, it sends a positive
acknowledgement (ACK) to the transmitter. Otherwise a negative acknowledgement (NACK) is sent.
Both the SNR and ACK/NACK feedbacks may be subject to processing and propagation delay.
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For simplicity, we assume a constant TTI,L , for all MCSs and initial/re-transmissions, and the retrans-
missions of a frame use the same MCS as the initial transmission.1 Assume that there areM possible MCSs
with nominal transmission ratesR1, . . ., RM , in increasing order. The MCS having rateRi , denoted MCSi ,
is selected if the SNR feedback falls in the regionΛi . With careful design of the nominal transmission rates
and the error rate requirements, it is possible to arrive at a simplified situation whereΛi ≡ [Γi−1,Γi), i = 1,
. . ., M , with Γ0, . . ., ΓM , in increasing order, being the thresholds for selecting MCS. No matter whether
retransmission is allowed, and whether frame combining (such as Chase combining and incremental
redundancy [28]) is implemented for HARQ, for a given MCSi that has been used inNi TTIs, assuming
that the ACK/NACK feedbacks are error-free, we have the associated average throughput

Ti =
RiLNAi

LNi
= Ri

NAi

Ni
, (20)

where NAi is the number of ACKs generated for theNi MCSi transmissions. Define the event that an
ACK is generated for a TTI using MCSi as Ai, and the corresponding NACK event as̄Ai . Clearly, the
probability PAi ≡ limNi→∞(NAi/Ni) determines the efficiency of MCSi . In particular, for systems that do
not allow retransmission,PAi = 1−PĀi

= 1−Pi , wherePi is the average frame error rate (FER) of MCSi .
In general,PAi depends on the SNR and channel variation rate encountered by each retransmission, as
well as the HARQ, modulation, coding parameters, and the SNR distribution. In any event, the SNR
feedback right before the initial transmission of a frame, denoted asρ̂, will be the major factor based on
which MCS is selected. LetpĀi

(ρ̂) be the probability of a NACK generated for a TTI givenρ̂ for the
corresponding frame, andpAi(ρ̂) be the corresponding ACK probability, we have

PĀi
≡ 1−PAi = E

[
pĀi

(ρ̂)|ρ̂ ∈ Λi
]
=

∫
ρ̂∈Λi

pĀi
(ρ̂)dF (ρ̂)

∫
ρ̂∈Λi

dF (ρ̂)
,

whereF (ρ̂) is the cumulative distribution function of̂ρ. The goal of the adaptive threshold adjustment
algorithm is to maximize the throughput while maintaining certain error rate requirementβi for MCSi
such thatPĀi

= βi , i = 1, . . ., M .

C. Adaptive Threshold Adjustment Subject to Error Rate Requirements

SincepĀi
(ρ̂)’s are all decreasing functions ofρ̂, andR1 < R2 < · · ·< RM , maximizing the throughput

(by lettingΓM = ∞) subject to the error rate requirements determines the thresholds almost uniquely (with
the exception that when a threshold falls in an SNR region of zero probability, it can assume any value in
that region without changing the error rates and throughput). To derive an algorithm that adaptively finds
these thresholds, we take the independent adjustment approach in [30], meaning ACK/NACK for MCSi
only affectsΛi . An eventĀi implies thatPĀi

may be too high. Therefore,Λi should be extended toward
higher ρ̂ and/or shrunken from the lower end. Thus we may make the following adjustments

If Āi :

{ Γi−1← Γi−1 +∆Āi ,i−1 (21a)

Γi ← Γi +∆Āi ,i (21b)

where∆Āi ,i−1 and∆Āi ,i are nonnegative step sizes to be determined. On the opposite, for an eventAi we
may make the following adjustments

If Ai :

{ Γi−1← Γi−1−∆Ai ,i−1 (22a)

Γi ← Γi−∆Ai ,i (22b)

1Note that there are some recent applications that use variable TTIs and/or MCSs for retransmissions. By lettingL be the construction unit
of TTIs, the methodology in this section can be applied to systems with variable TTIs. In that case,Ni in (20) is the total number of such
time units used by MCSi . Each time a NACK for a transmission with TTI equal tonL is generated,n Āi ’s are triggered. On the other hand,
if an ACK is generated and the corresponding frame’s initial TTI, which determines the amount of data contained in that frame, waspL ,
p Ai ’s are triggered, along with some compensating adjustments which make the total number ofAi ’s and Āi ’s equal to the number ofL ’s
occupied by that frame. In addition, if retransmissions can use different MCSs, there should be a separate threshold adjustment mechanism
for each retransmission’s MCS selection.
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where∆Ai ,i−1 and∆Ai ,i are also nonnegative.
These adjustments give rise to an average up-adjustment per TTI,Pr(Λi)PĀi

∆Āi ,i−1+Pr(Λi−1)PĀi−1
∆Āi−1,i−1,

for thresholdΓi−1, and a corresponding down-adjustmentPr(Λi)PAi ∆Ai ,i−1+Pr(Λi−1)PAi−1∆Ai−1,i−1, where
Pr(Λi) ≡

∫
ρ̂∈Λi

dF (ρ̂) is the probability of using MCSi . In the steady state, and when the error rate
requirements are met, the adjustments for all thresholds should balance out. A necessary condition for
∆Āi ,i−1, ∆Āi ,i , ∆Ai ,i−1, ∆Ai ,i is

Pr(Λi)βi∆Āi ,i−1 +Pr(Λi−1)βi−1∆Āi−1,i−1 =
Pr(Λi)(1−βi)∆Ai ,i−1 +Pr(Λi−1)(1−βi−1)∆Ai−1,i−1. (23)

As the steady statePr(Λi)’s are unknown a priori, they should be avoided in determining the step sizes.
We may let

∆Ai ,i−1 =
βi

1−βi
∆Āi ,i−1, (24)

∆Ai ,i =
βi

1−βi
∆Āi ,i , ∀i. (25)

Then (23) is always satisfied no matter what the steady statePr(Λi)’s are. In the situation where the
steady state thresholds all fall in the support of the SNR distribution, conditions (24) and (25), together
with either of the conditions for steady boundary thresholds:PĀM

∆ĀM ,M = PAM ∆AM ,M for ΓM , and
PĀ1

∆Ā1,0 = PA1∆A1,0 for Γ0, suffice to make all MCSs meet the error rate requirements. In reality,ΓM
(and/orΓ0) may lie outside the support of the SNR distribution. In that case,PĀM

(PĀ1
) might reach a

steady state higher (lower) thanβM (β1) even if the boundary thresholdΓM (Γ0) kept moving up (down).
The steadyPĀM

(PĀ1
) might in turn make the interior thresholds steady without meeting the error rate

requirements. This is especially true considering that, in practice, we usually letΓM = ∞ to maximize
the throughput, andΓ0 =−∞ to enforce nonstop transmission. Thus, it will be better if each threshold is
controlled by only one MCS. Then a threshold will become steady only when the controlling MCS meets
the error rate requirement. In other words, using (21a) and (22a) alone, with positive∆Āi ,i−1 and∆Ai ,i−1
that satisfy (24), can offer better control of the error rates.

However, if we only use (21a) and (22a) for an MCS, its upper threshold will never change if the
next higher MCS is never used. This may cause the upper threshold to stay too high up and prevent
immediate use of the next higher MCS when the channel condition suddenly becomes better. To enhance
the adaptability, we can add the following conditional adjustment:

If Ai andPr(Λi+1) = 0 : Γi ← Γi−∆Ai ,i (26)

wherePr(Λi)’s can be obtained through real-time measurement at the transmitter, and∆Ai ,i is positive. We
can, for example, let∆Ai ,i = ∆Ai+1,i . Although this conditional adjustment violates (23), it happens only
when Pr(Λi+1) = 0, and will only slightly affect the throughputs of MCSi and MCSi+1 when MCSi+1
is selected as an immediate consequence of it. Once this happens,Pr(Λi+1) becomes positive again, and
the algorithm gets back to its normal operation. In addition, in the extreme case when the channel is
static, the constant SNR may be too good for MCSi to keep its error rate at the requirement, but not
good enough for MCSi+1. In this situation the lower threshold of MCSi will keep decreasing. When the
channel statistics change, it may take a while to bring this threshold back. This problem can be alleviated
with the following condition:

If Ai and ∑
j<i

Pr(Λ j) = 0 : Γi−1 remains unchanged. (27)

In summary, we have the following single-ended adjustment (SEA) algorithm: with the step sizes satisfying
(24) and∆Ai ,i = ∆Ai+1,i , if Āi , then (21a); ifAi , then (22a) with condition (27), and conditionally (26).

In [30] and [31], similar adjustment algorithms were used, but both the error rate requirements and
threshold adjustments were applied only to the initial transmission of a frame. Apparently, for a system
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that allows retransmissions, the error rate of the initial transmission does not necessarily tell what the
throughput might be. Even if we generalize the algorithms in [30] and [31] according to our analysis (i.e.,
set requirements forPĀi

’s and make adjustments in every TTI, as done in Section V-C.1), they still do not
offer precise control of the error rates. In [30], (21a), (22a) satisfying (24), and (22b) with∆Ai ,i = ∆Ai ,i−1
were used. With the additional down-adjustment (22b), (23) is not satisfied for the steady state. Thus all
MCS regions are moved lower, and the error rates for all MCSs are higher than the requirements. To avoid
this unbalanced threshold adjustment, [31] proposed to set a narrow band around each threshold, and to
decrease/increase a threshold only when the SNR lies within its band and an ACK/NACK is received. A
probabilistic condition was also set to determine the step sizes for each threshold. That condition, however,
is not directly related to the error rate requirement for any MCS. Therefore it does not correctly indicate
the throughput of an MCS.

1) Numerical Results:The algorithms were tested on a HSDPA system with the following parameters.
The spreading factor was 16, and one out of the 16 orthogonal codes was used. Flat Rayleigh fading
with Doppler frequency55.56 Hz (30 km/h mobility) and 10 dB average symbol SNR was assumed.
Decoding errors were assumed always detected, so the ACK/NACK feedback was always correct, but had
a delay of one TTI (2 ms). The instantaneous SNR measurement was assumed perfect, and its feedback
delay was two TTIs. The transmission was nonstop with the assumptions of single user with infinite
backlog and multiple stop-and-wait HARQ processes. Four MCSs were considered, with MCS1 using a
rate 1/2 code and QPSK, MCS2 rate 1/2 and 16-QAM, MCS3 rate 3/4 and 16-QAM, MCS4 rate 3/4
and 64-QAM. All codes were turbo codes as specified in HSDPA, with Max-Log MAP decoding and
eight iterations. For MCS2 to MCS4, the error rate requirements were0.2. There was no requirement for
MCS1. At each TTI, if applicable, the transmitter first adjusted the thresholds, then used the adjusted
thresholds to select MCS for new frames. Assumed to have no prior knowledge of the channel statistics,
the transmitter set, as an example, initial thresholdsΓ0 =−∞, Γ1 = 5 dB, Γ2 = 6 dB, Γ3 = 7 dB, Γ4 = ∞.
Initially, the transmitter assumed that the MCSs had equal probabilities. Then, for each TTI that used
MCSi , the probabilities were measured at the transmitter with a moving average having memory factor
0.98: Pr(Λi)← 0.98Pr(Λi)+ 0.02; and Pr(Λ j)← 0.98Pr(Λ j), ∀ j 6= i. These probabilities were used in
conditions (26) and (27), where they were deemed equal to zero if smaller than10−5. The results shown
here are for Chase combining. Other HARQ schemes with various fading speeds were also tested and
similar trends observed.

Fig. 8 shows the transient behavior of the thresholds and the ACK probabilities of the MCSs, for SEA
which had, as an example,∆Āi ,i−1 = 0.2 dB, ∀i, and ∆Ai ,i−1 satisfying (24). The ACK probabilitiesPAi

were initialized to zero, and measured with the following moving average: uponAi , PAi ← 0.98PAi +0.02;
upon Āi , PAi ← 0.98PAi ; otherwisePAi remained unchanged. Also plotted in the background of Fig. 8(a)
is the SNR feedback. From Fig. 8(a) we observe that for the simulated channel, MCS1 was the most
selected withPA1 (not shown for conciseness), which depends on the SNR distribution inΛ1, about0.9.
The SEA effectively keptPA2 at the target of0.8. While MCS3 and MCS4 were almost never selected in
the steady state because the channel did not allow them to achieve the error rate requirements.

Fig. 9 gives the performance of the unbalanced algorithm of [30] under the same conditions (∆Āi ,i−1 =
0.2 dB). Due to the additional down-adjustment∆Ai ,i , this algorithm has all its steady-state thresholds
lower. AndPA2, which was kept at the target by the SEA, also becomes lower than the requirement. The
discrepancies betweenPAi ’s and the requirements vary with the SNR distribution. Therefore, the specified
error rate conditions are somewhat irrelevant to the actual throughput.

Fig. 10 shows the performance of the “banded” algorithm of [31] whose bands were±0.5 dB around
each threshold. To be comparable with the above two algorithms, this algorithm’s condition on the
probability of up-adjustment for all bands was 0.2, and each up-adjustment was0.2 dB. With adjustments
only when the SNR falls in one of the bands, this algorithm adapts very slowly to the channel statistics. In
addition, the probabilistic conditions specified for the adjustments also do not reflect precisely the actual
PAi ’s achieved.
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Fig. 8. The single-ended algorithm: (a) thresholds (b) probabilities of ACK.
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Fig. 10. The algorithm in [31]: (a) thresholds (b) probabilities of ACK.

D. Adaptive Throughput Maximization

From the above analysis, the average throughput of the system is

T =
M

∑
i=1

Ri

∫

ρ̂∈Λi

pAi(ρ̂)dF(ρ̂). (28)

For any distribution ofρ̂, it can be shown that the throughputT is maximized ifΛi = {ρ̂ : Ri pAi(ρ̂) ≥
R j pA j (ρ̂),∀ j 6= i}, where in case of a tie, any of the MCSs with the highestRi pAi(ρ̂) can be selected as
long as theΛi ’s are kept disjoint. Thus, the conditions for throughput maximization is

Ri pAi(Γi) = Ri+1pAi+1(Γi), i = 1, . . . ,M −1. (29)

Since pAi(ρ̂) depends on the SNR and channel variation rate encountered by each retransmission, as
well as the HARQ, modulation and coding parameters, determination of the thresholds satisfying (29) is
usually not analytically feasible. In the sequel, we adopt a self-learning approach to find these throughput-
maximizing thresholds.

Consider an interval[Γi−γ−i ,Γi +γ+
i ), whereγ−i andγ+

i are positive values. Forγ−i andγ+
i small enough

such thatpAi(ρ̂) and pAi+1(ρ̂) are almost constant for̂ρ ∈ [Γi− γ−i ,Γi) and ρ̂ ∈ [Γi ,Γi + γ+
i ), respectively,

and letB i
i represent the event that a TTI using MCSi occurs with its corresponding frame’sρ̂∈ [Γi−γ−i ,Γi),

B i
i+1 the event that a TTI using MCSi+1 occurs with its corresponding frame’sρ̂ ∈ [Γi ,Γi + γ+

i ); also let
A i

i be the event that an ACK is generated forB i
i , andA i

i+1 the event that an ACK is generated forB i
i+1,

we may approximate the conditions (29) asRiE
[
pAi(ρ̂)|B i

i

]≈ Ri+1E
[
pAi+1(ρ̂)|B i

i+1

]
, or equivalently,

Ri
Pr(A i

i )
Pr(B i

i )
≈ Ri+1

Pr(A i
i+1)

Pr(B i
i+1)

. (30)

As pAi(ρ̂)’s are all increasing functions of̂ρ, we find that if the left-hand side of (30) is larger than the
right-hand side, it means thatΓi is smaller than its optimal value and has to be increased. Similarly, if
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the right-hand side is larger,Γi has to be decreased. Therefore, we may adjustΓi upon the occurrences
of A i

i andA i
i+1, respectively, by

if A i
i : Γi ← Γi +

Pr(B i
i+1)

Pr(B i
i )+Pr(B i

i+1)
δA i

i
, (31)

if A i
i+1 : Γi ← Γi− Pr(B i

i )
Pr(B i

i )+Pr(B i
i+1)

δA i
i+1

, (32)

wherePr(B i
i ) and Pr(B i

i+1) can be easily measured at the transmitter, and the step sizesδA i
i

and δA i
i+1

should be designed such that whenΓi assumes its optimal value, the up and down adjustments forΓi will
balance out. In other words,

Pr(A i
i )Pr(B i

i+1)
Pr(B i

i )+Pr(B i
i+1)

δA i
i
=

Pr(A i
i+1)Pr(B i

i )
Pr(B i

i )+Pr(B i
i+1)

δA i
i+1

. (33)

Comparing (30) and (33), we need
δA i

i

δA i
i+1

=
Ri

Ri+1
. (34)

As demonstrated previously, adjustment only whenρ̂ ∈ [Γi− γ−i ,Γi + γ+
i ) results in very slow adaptation.

Observe that when all thresholds assume their optimal values exceptΓi which is smaller than its optimal,
the error rates for MCSi and MCSi+1 will be higher than their optimal values. We may thus adjust the
thresholds by changing the error rate requirements.

Let κi ≡ (1−βi)/βi . As κi is a decreasing function ofβi , (31), (32) and (34) can be readily applied to
κi+1 to give equivalent effects. Thus, we can use the following additional procedures to adjust the error
rate requirements for the SEA.

If A i
i : κi+1← κi+1 +PB i

i+1
δA i

i
;

if A i
i+1 :





if ∑
j≤i

Pr(Λ j) > 0 : κi+1← κi+1−PB i
i
δA i

i+1

otherwise:κi+1remains unchanged,

wherePB i
i+1

andPB i
i

are shorthands for the corresponding coefficients in (31) and (32). A similar condition
as in the SEA is used here to prevent the error rate requirement of an MCS from keeping increasing when
the SNR distribution is such that the MCSs lower than it are never selected.

By construction, this modified SEA algorithm, termed SEA-MAX from now on, has the error rate
requirements adjusted at a slower pace. While the MCS switching thresholds are adjusted at a much
faster pace using the SEA. We further impose the following conditions to handle the situation where the
channel statistics cause some MCSs to be eliminated, and makeΛi ’s with nonconsecutive indices adjacent
to each other

δA i−1
i

δA i
i+1

=
Ri

Ri+1
, i = 2, . . . ,M −1. (36)

We may also use approximations for the throughput-maximizingβi ’s as the initial conditions. One simple
approximation is to assume thatpAi(ρ̂) decreases linearly frompAi(Γi) = 1 to pAi(Γi−1) = Ri−1/Ri , and
F(ρ̂) increases linearly inΛi . This yields the initial error rate requirements

βi =
Ri−Ri−1

2Ri
, i = 2, . . . ,M . (37)
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Fig. 11. Transient performance of SEA-MAX witĥρ uniformly distributed between−10 dB and 30 dB: (a) thresholds (b) error rate
requirements.

1) Numerical Results:The simulation parameters are the same as in the previous section. For MCS2 to
MCS4, the initial error rate requirements were set using (37). For every threshold,γ+

i = γ−i = 0.5 dB. PB i
i+1

andPB i
i

were both initialized to 0.5, and measured with the following moving average at the transmitter.
If B i

i+1: PB i
i+1
← 0.98PB i

i+1
+0.02 andPB i

i
← 0.98PB i

i
; if B i

i : PB i
i
← 0.98PB i

i
+0.02 andPB i

i+1
← 0.98PB i

i+1
.

At each TTI, if applicable, the transmitter first adjusted the error rate requirements, then the thresholds,
then used the adjusted thresholds to select MCS for new frames. For the adjustment of the error rate
requirements,δA3

4
= 0.2, and the other step sizes were determined according to (34) and (36). For the

threshold adjustments,∆Āi ,i−1 = 0.2 dB, ∀i > 1, and∆Ā1,0 = 0. Assumed to have no prior knowledge of
the channel statistics, the transmitter set initial thresholdsΓ0 =−∞, Γ1 = 5 dB, Γ2 = 6 dB, Γ3 = 7 dB.

We first tested the SEA-MAX in a quasi-static, flat fading channel with the SNR varying independently,
and uniformly between−10 dB and 30 dB, from TTI to TTI. Retransmissions were not allowed, so
ACK/NACK was used solely for threshold adjustment. The SNR feedback was assumed delay-free. Other-
wise AMC would have been meaningless. In Fig. 11 we clearly see that while the error rate requirements
converged slowly to their optimal values, the initial approximation of the error rate requirements was
effective, and the SEA algorithm very quickly made the thresholds satisfy the error rate requirements. For
constant-SNR channels, in general, the initial error rate requirements given by (37) are higher than the
optimal, due to turbo codes’ steep decreasing of error rate at the water-fall region. For the same reason,
we also notice that the0.5 dB upper band of a threshold does not approximate precisely the boundary
throughput of the higher MCS. Thus even after the convergence, the thresholds were slightly lower than
the optimal values of 6.5, 10.5, and 15.7 obtained throughpAi(ρ̂)’s via offline simulation. For its much
larger selection regionΛ4 = [Γ3,30], most of which hadpA4(ρ̂)≈ 1, compared to MCS3, MCS4’s optimal
error rate requirement is lower. This is evident from Fig. 11(b).

In a Rayleigh fading channel, the SNR distribution does not spread as wide as in the above example.
Therefore the adaptation of error rate requirements is faster. On the other hand, such a concentrated SNR
distribution may prevent certain MCSs from achieving their optimal error rate requirements and leave their
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Fig. 12. Transient performance of SEA-MAX for a flat Rayleigh fading channel with 10 dB average SNR: (a) thresholds (b) error rate
requirements.
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thresholds drifting. The drifting, however, is in regions of almost no occurrence ofρ̂, and will not affect
the system throughput much. We illustrate in Fig. 12 the transient performance of the SEA-MAX in a flat,
Rayleigh fading channel with 10 dB average SNR and Doppler frequency55.56 Hz (30 km/h mobility).
Also plotted in the background of Fig. 12(a) is the SNR feedback. The HARQ was Chase combining,
and the SNR feedback delay was 2 TTIs. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the SNR distribution does not allow
MCS3 and MCS4 to achieve the initial error rate requirements. ThusΓ2 andΓ3 were quickly pushed out
of the possible SNR range. The initialβ2 was lower than its optimal. Asβ2 was adjusted higher, the
correspondingΓ1 quickly turned from increasing to decreasing. Eventually, the SNR distribution became
too good for the optimalβ2, andΓ1 was driven lower and kept oscillating at the lower end of the SNR
concentration region by the conditional procedures of the SEA-MAX.

To show that the drifting of thresholds on the edge of the SNR distribution does not affect the throughput
much, we repeated the simulation in Fig. 12 for different average SNRs, and let each simulation run for
20000 TTIs (40 sec) to average out the transient behavior. We compare this system with a regular AMC
system using fixed, but optimal thresholds obtained from offline evaluation; and a system which had the
same initial thresholds and error rate requirements, but only adjusted the thresholds with the SEA using
fixed error rate requirements. It is shown in Fig. 13 that SEA-MAX yields the maximum throughput
most of the time. In fact, it sometimes outperforms the regular AMC system with optimal thresholds for
its capability of tracking the short-term SNR statistics. The effectiveness of the adjustment of error rate
requirements is evident from the fact that SEA-MAX improves over SEA.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In the first year of this project, we have investigated some PHY and MAC issues for the proposed
MIMO OFDM system. Specifically, we considered two multiplexing schemes for multiple users to share
the downlink channel capacity increased by MIMO: grouped transmission, and overlapped transmission.
A power control and allocation method has also been evaluated for a multi-cell OFDM WLAN operating
at the 60 GHz band. In addition, a simple adaptive method to find the optimal parameters for operating
AMC and HARQ is proposed.

For the grouped MIMO transmission, we have developed an adaptive maximum SNR filter bank receiver.
However, this method needs to be further evaluated and optimized. And the impact of channel estimation
for the antennas within the desired group on the adaptive algorithm has to be investigated. We expect to
complete these first-year work items in the next three months.

Evaluation of power control and allocation for multi-cell OFDM WLANs operating at the 60 GHz band
was supposed to be a work item of the second year. Thus we are ahead of the schedule on this front. In
the next year, algorithms combining power allocation and PAPR reduction will be studied.

As for the optimization of AMC and HARQ, we are also ahead of the schedule. This was supposed
to be a third-year work item. In the coming two years, we will extend the methodology for the single-
antenna channel to MIMO channels. This extension is not trivial because the metric for determining
MIMO modulation and coding schemes is very complicated.
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